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The Bad Luck Gang and the Ghost That WasntThis book was a good read. It was refered to me by family. It was refered
to me by family. My 11 y/o daughter enjoyed it and suggested it to her 6th grade class.

Plot[ edit ] Set years after the end of The Real Ghostbusters , lack of supernatural activity has put the
Ghostbusters out of business. Each member has gone their separate way, except for Dr. Egon Spengler, who
still lives in the firehouse to monitor the containment unit, take care of Slimer , further his studies and teach a
class on the paranormal at a local college. When ghosts start to reappear, Egon is forced to recruit his lone four
students as the new Ghostbusters. These are Kylie Griffin, a goth girl genius and expert on the occult ;
Eduardo Rivera, a cynical Latino slacker; Garrett Miller, a young white paraplegic athlete who uses a
wheelchair; and Roland Jackson, a studious African-American machinery whiz. The series follows the
adventures of this "Next Generation" of Ghostbusters tracking down and capturing ghosts all over New York
and occasionally beyond the city. The series is styled as a supernatural comedy, following the trend set by its
predecessor , but given an updated and darker feel. List of Ghostbusters characters From left to right in front:
Egon Spengler voiced by Maurice LaMarche â€” The only original Ghostbuster to become a regular in this
spin-off series, Egon takes on the role of mentor for the new team of Ghostbusters. He still lives in the fire
house with Slimer, enabling the building to become the Ghostbusters headquarters when paranormal activity
starts again. Before the first ghost escaped, Egon was teaching classes on the paranormal at New York City
College â€” four people taking his class was double the usual. He usually leaves the field work to the new
members, opting to provide audio back-up from the fire house and information on their current adversary, but
has joined them in action when he feels the crisis requires his presence. He continues to have romantic tension
with Janine. The official website gave his age as 41 [2] and in "The Sphinx", he suffered a mid-life crisis and
tried to prove he could physically still cut it. Like Egon, she watches over the new team, and on occasion
contributes an active part in ghostbusting. She also shows off obvious signs of attraction to Egon, but he is
completely oblivious to this, which only frustrates her. Eduardo, along with Garret, resembles original
Ghostbuster Peter Venkman in that, like Venkman, Eduardo is sarcastic, has a penchant for pursuing attractive
women, and is generally unscientific and constantly spouts pop culture references. He also reads "J. Kline"
young-adult horror novels. These feelings are further enforced in that he is usually the one to rescue Kylie
from dangerous situations, and vice versa, in several episodes. In fact, in the episode "Darkness at Noon" he
outright admitted to Kylie, who was possessed by a ghost at the time, that he felt an attraction of sorts when he
saw her for the first time and even showed the intention of kissing her when Kylie asked him to. In "Rage",
Eduardo reveals to have an older brother, Carlos "Carl" Rivera, an NYPD officer who is angry with Eduardo
for not being a police officer like the rest of their family, and thinks the Ghostbuster are a scam, which is why
Eduardo kept his job a secret. In the same episode it is also implied that his father is dead or at least retired as
he and Carlos refer to him in the past tense during a heated argument. He also has an on the surface rivalry
with Garrett with the two often mocking each other and attempting to one up the other. The official website
claimed he slacks off due to fear of failure. Eduardo was also the one to smash a cursed orb, causing the
eye-stealing ghost to disintegrate in the episode "The Unseen" and also continued the incantation that
destroyed the demon of an alternate dimension in which he, Roland and Kylie were imprisoned in the episode
"Casting the Runes". Eduardo has also exhibited bouts of jealousy whenever Kylie seemingly flirts with other
men and in "Till Death Do Us Start" he showed signs of sheepish nervousness when asked if he and Kylie
were together. Kylie Griffin voiced by Tara Charendoff â€” The only member of the new team to have any
sort of paranormal knowledge much like Egon before signing up as a Ghostbuster, after her friend Jack was a
victim of the Grundel. Kylie is in awe of Egon when the series began, but this soon shifts to a more equal
footing, and becomes somewhat of the unofficial leader in the field, after Egon. She is also the one who most
commonly wields the Ghost Traps. She is depicted as something of a "Goth" girl, judging by the black hair
and lipstick. Roland approaches the paranormal from a practical point-of-view, and in the episode "Fear Itself"
reveals that his only fear is the dangerous breakdown of his equipment. In "The Infernal Machine", he became
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disgruntled that his technological efforts were being taken for granted. Like Winston, Roland is the only
African American member of the team, yet he has a talent with machines like Ray. While he studies to be a
physical therapist to help other disabled people, his secret dream is to be an NBA star. He has a rivalry with
Eduardo, the two of them constantly bantering and trying to one-up each other. In "Deadliners", we find out
Garrett wrote a bad horror story starring himself the other Ghostbusters died on the first page, to their
annoyance. Like Ray, Garrett is the most enthusiastic. Garrett is the only Ghostbuster in the history of the
franchise never to be made as a toy all other Ghostbusters received at least two toys, including Louis and
Janine , presumably due to the implausibility of having the wheelchair as a separate assembling piece. Though
a prototype figure was made. Bob Higgins has said that during a focus group of young children, the creators
found Garrett was the most popular character: Slimer is very well-meaning, but is often pushed around by the
Ghostbusters as he gets in their way and eats continually. His actions often affect the story, usually adversely,
though he often acts to fix his mistakes and on a number of occasions has been shown to have a heroic nature
and that he can wield a proton pack. Production[ edit ] Showrunner Bob Higgins told Ability Magazine that
the decision to create a new Ghostbusters was taken by the studio, which hoped to reinvigorate a lucrative
franchise. Egon would be "huddled in front of a computer screen, battling program bugs instead of spooks".
This aspect would be dropped. When designed as Lucy, she was given proton-blasting callipers and crutches
but producer Richard Raynis requested the wheelchair instead. Barlow attempted to show a female character
could "be fearless and gung ho" but Raynis requested the gender change The show ended up winning an award
from the Los Angeles Commission on Disabilities for its work on Garrett. Egon would replace Janine as the
teacher, Slimer lost a goblin sidekick called Gnat, and Garrett was originally "Lucas". Roland was originally a
clumsy "gentle giant", Eduardo had a dream of running in the Olympics, and Lucas had a hair-trigger temper.
As a result, the show was made as an explicit sequel to Real. This made the show one of the few direct sequels
to a s cartoon series â€” other franchises, such as Masters of the Universe and Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles ,
opted for series relaunches â€” and as such opted for a more realistic passage of time. Xmas Marks the Spot;
"Grundelesque," was a direct sequel to Real Ghostbusters episode "The Grundel", bringing back the
eponymous villain and revealing Kylie lost a friend during its first attack. Finally and notably was the two-part
finale "Back in the Saddle", which featured the remaining original Ghostbusters returning and teaming up with
their successors â€” with Dave Coulier the second voice of Peter Venkman , Buster Jones the second voice of
Winston Zeddemore , and Frank Welker the voice of Ray Stantz all reprising their roles.
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Posted 06 June - If you stare into a mirror between two tall white candles you might see the spirit of a loved
one who has passed away. And their soul is stuck in your mirror. Always cover a haunted mirror during a
thunderstorm lightning will release the ghosts. It is considered a bad omen to receive a mirror from a deceased
persons home as a present. A baby should never be shown its own reflection before it is a year old, else it will
stutter or grow no bigger than it is or die before it turns one. When a person is bad in life many say let them be
trapped in mirror it is better then going to Hell! And if someone sees their reflection in a mirror from a room
where someone has recently died, they will die soon too. It is said that if ghost wanders your home during the
night, a mirror can capture it. What to do when you break a Ghost Haunted mirror!?! Go to the nearest
Haunted Cemetery place a piece of the mirror on a grave or on top of a tomb or headstone and the hex will be
lifted right away. Directly after breaking the mirror, turn around three times counterclockwise. Then three time
clockwise. Go to a church and get holy water and bless the spot where it broke. And say aloud 9 times: Flee
this spot where you were fallen and set free, and in your eternal rest you shall ever be! Although viewed with
suspicion by some, it is generally said that having a large number of Haunted mirrors around you is lucky.
This is probably because it reflects your home and puts many ghosts walking through the reflected rooms The
Haunted mirror is symbolic among other things, when hung in a litchen or dining room. Hang one beside the
table in the dining room or kitchen to attract wealth and food to the home. No new mirror should be hung in
the room a person has died in for 16 months after. And it should be a new mirror not one from another room
that once caught their reflection. Dining room and kitchen mirrors feed hungry ghosts or Voodoo Spirits. The
reason is the beilef that the ghost eat the reflected food set out before them. Some cultures say this form of
dumb supper taken from the southern style Marie Laveau Hoodoo Voodoo traditions. And often the Ghosts
will not be apeased until a banquet is set out before them. If you see people you know who have died in your
mirror but they have never been reflected in it until then. They are trying to warn you of something. Be
carefull and ask for a message aloud at midnight.
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Create New Scrappy is in the film. This troper sincerely hopes that this is the case, and she will accomodate
her WMG as such. This is too big of an oppurtunity. Now this troper is thinking read: Why would you just
give up? And remember, there were only eleven ghosts caught when 13 Ghosts was Cancelled. What
happened to the twelfth ghost? I believe that, during the hunt for the twelfth ghost, something went wrong.
Something bad happened to Scrappy. Maybe he died, or it looked like he died, maybe he got sucked into the
chest, maybe the twelfth ghost trapped Scrappy in limbo, or he got cursed somehow. Scrappy had super
strength. If a malevolent being possessed him, he could do A LOT of damage. So they had to choose between
keeping him out and letting possessed! Scappy wreak havoc, or contain the demon but seal Scrappy in as well.
Now what a lot of people like to forget, is that Scrappy was a well liked member of the gang before the Hate
Dumb projected their own opinions upon him through the gang. Losing him would definitely put a damper on
the team spirits. It might be enough. Whatever reason, perhaps it will end with them saving Scrappy. They
said that it would be solved "In a reveal that would put the mystery to rest once and for all. THAT would be a
pretty big reveal. New idea being circulated, because Flim Flam has aged, Scrappy is coming back as grown
up great dane. The Ship Captain will be retconned officially as a Demon Chest Ghost A debate long in the
tooth of the series was whether he counted or not. We assumed the cyclone creature is another gestalt form
like they took in the first episode but since he got sucked into it, he got boxed with them too. This film will
probably give proof of this or turn the cyclone creature into a separate ghost. The thirteenth ghost will release
his fellow spirits from the chest The primary end battle of the film will see them all briefly return only for the
gang to battle them back, and maybe with some unexpected help. This would most likely be used as a device
to organically introduce the two to Flim-Flam. The Chest of the Demons belongs to the 13th ghost This is why
he and the chest have the same face. Scrappy Doo will be getting a taste of his own medicine. When the gang
goes to get Scrappy they will meet a puppy charging off yelling Puppy Power, followed by a great dane trying
to keep the puppy under control.
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Nevertheless, he is referred to in some documents as Edward Thatch or even Edward Drummond. He is
thought to have been born in Bristol , but some writers claim New York , California , Philadelphia , or even
Denmark as his home. In , Hornigold retired, taking advantage of an amnesty offered to former privateers by
the British government. Teach then took command of his own ship. During the next two years, Teach
cultivated a reputation for cruelty, repeatedly preying on coastal settlements of the West Indies and the
Atlantic coast of North America. Blackbeard would plunder merchant ships, forcing them to allow his crew to
board their ship. The pirates would seize all of the valuables, food, liquor, and weapons. Ironically, despite his
ferocious reputation, there are no verified accounts of him actually killing anyone. He generally prevailed by
fear alone. However, colourful legends and vivid contemporary newspaper portrayals had him committing acts
of cruelty and terror. Soon the men were coughing and gasping for air from the sulphurous fumes. All except
Blackbeard scrambled out for fresh air. He lived on the island of Nassau where he was named the magistrate
of the "Privateers Republic". Governor Charles Eden of North Carolina received booty from Teach in return
for unofficial protection and gave him an official pardon. He left Nassau to avoid meeting with Royal
Governor Woodes Rogers , unlike the majority of the pirate inhabitants who welcomed the governor and
accepted the royal pardons he brought. He plundered five merchant freighters attempting to enter or leave the
port. No other vessels could transit the harbor for fear of encountering the pirate squadron. Aboard one of the
ships that Blackbeard captured in the harbor mouth was a group of prominent Charleston citizens, including
Samuel Wragg. Blackbeard held these hostages for ransom, making an unusual demand: He sent a deputation
ashore to negotiate this ransom. Eventually, the medicines were turned over, and Blackbeard released the
hostages, sans all their clothing but otherwise unharmed. He has been accused by many, including his own
crew, of doing this deliberately in order to downsize his crew and increase his own share of the treasure.
Deliberate or not, he stripped three of the ships of all treasure, beached or marooned most of his crew, and
went to Bath , North Carolina , where he finally accepted a pardon under the royal Act of Grace. He then went
off to Ocracoke Inlet in the last of his four vessels, the sloop Adventure, to enjoy his loot. However, Governor
Alexander Spotswood of Virginia became concerned that the notorious freebooter lived nearby. Blackbeard
operated in coastal waters; it was difficult for ships of the line to engage him in battle. Maynard found the
pirates anchored in a North Carolina inlet on the inner side of Ocracoke Island , on the evening of November
Maynard and his men decided to wait until the following morning because the tide would be more favourable.
A small boat was sent ahead at daybreak, was fired upon, and quickly retreated. Throughout the night
Blackbeard waited for Maynard to make his move. Blackbeard cut his anchor cable and quickly attempted to
move towards a narrow channel. Maynard made chase; however his sloops ran aground, and there was a
shouted exchange between captains. Ten men were also wounded in the surprise attack. The sloop fell astern
and was little help in the following action. Maynard ordered many of his crew into the holds and readied to be
boarded. As his ship approached, Blackbeard saw the mostly empty decks, assumed it was safe to board, and
did so with ten men. The most complete account of the following events comes from the Boston News-Letter:
Later during the battle, while Teach was loading his pistol he finally died from blood loss. Maynard then cut
off his head and hung it from his bow. Teach was reportedly shot five times and stabbed more than twenty
times before he died and was decapitated. History has romanticized Blackbeard. Many popular contemporary
engravings show him with the smoking lit ends of his pigtails or with lit cannon fuses in his hair and the
pistols stuck in his bandoliers , and he has been the subject of books, movies, and documentaries. There is
significant evidence supporting the claims that Teach was prone to burying treasure[ citation needed ]. In
times as desperate and difficult as the American Revolution , it was common for the ignorant, credulous, and
desperate to dig along these banks in search of hidden treasures; impostors found an ample basis in these
rumours for schemes of delusion. He is part of the Jury of the Damned summoned by the Devil. The Baroque
Cycle , commanding a fleet of pirate vessels. As well, in the episode of the Spiderman cartoon series,
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Blackbeard appears in "The Night of the Villains. He later faked his own death. A character named
Blackbeard Marshall D. Teach instead of Edward Teach is one of the most powerful pirates in the world of
One Piece. On his body, John finds a riddle that leads both John and is friend, Elzevir Block to a large
diamond, Blackbeards hidden treasure.
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No, of course not. Do I still hold my breath while I drive by cemeteries? So they tried to kill all the black cats.
So they decided not just to kill women, but also all the cats as well. This is why I never liked history,
everything was awful. It also took us 7 years to regrow our souls, so we would experience bad luck until we
were complete again. Loki was also the 13th guest at a dinner party for the Norse Gods, and tricked someone
into shooting the god of joy with an arrow. Maybe all these deities should be more careful with who they
invite to dinner. On the other hand, to counteract this you can throw salt behind your left shoulder to blind the
devil. Which is also how the gang deals with Gail the Snail in Always Sunny. My guess was because they
lived in the desert and not everyone could afford papyrus and peacock feathers. Opening an umbrella indoors
was considered an insult to the Sun God, Ra, as it goes against its natural purpose. The same people who said
that copper was from the gods, also believe heavily that existence was a constant battle between good and evil.
So they decided that pennies would only be lucky if they were facing upwards. Advertisement 11 GIF In what
I believe to be the biggest stretch of all of these, walking under a ladder is seen as an attempt to defile God.
Ladders against a wall makes a triangle. Triangles have 3 sides. The Holy Trinity is 3 beings. Walking through
triangle is the same as walking through the Holy Trinity, you are now the anti-christ. Shooting stars were wont
to slip through the great divider, so if you saw one blazing through the night sky, you knew the gods were
watching and listening to you. I ended up down a rabbit hole looking up who Ptolemy was what the divine
sphere is and my brain hurts.
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After searching all over the United States, Waltz had passed away from exhaustion â€” due to the heavy bags
of gold that he carried at his death. The mine gained its reputation as the holy grail of the Old West as more
and more prospectors on its trail disappeared or died mysteriously, with only the body parts of some turning
up. Legend tells that the spirits of the Dutchman himself and all the other unlucky prospectors are the cause
â€” guarding the mine and killing any who come close. However, his specter was soon spotted around the
James family farm in Kearney, Missouri. In the century since, strange phenomena have become every day,
including otherworldly voices, odd movements caught on camera, and lights randomly turning off and on.
Legend has it that these are the acts of the ghostly gunslinger, who, upon finally returning home, found
himself unable to leave. She was dubbed Silver Heels, and they all loved her and ensured that all her needs
were fulfilled. When the camp was hit by smallpox in the winter of , Silver Heels did her part â€” nurturing
the sick and comforting the dying. Afterward, though, the camp Belle disappeared. Most accounts describe
how she contracted the pox and, as her face was scarred beyond recognition, Silver Heels had hidden herself
away in shame. White brought law and order to the town that would become an infamous center for
gun-slinging and intense crime at the end of the 19th century. His genius allowed the marshal to maintain a
certain calm among his criminal citizenry. However, he eventually died from an especially unfortunate
accident in the form of a gunshot to the groin. Although Tombstone is an especially active area for the
supernatural spirits of cowboys and criminals, White supposedly rules over them all, keeping the peace in
Tombstone even in the afterlife. Bullock arrived from Montana in and opened a hardware store that nurtured
the less criminal elements of the community. Even after Bullock passed away in , he continued to maintain the
best parts of the town that he helped make. Hotel employees to this day report Bullock inspecting rooms,
policing staff and turning off unused lights. The mining town of Bodie was founded on the border between
California and Nevada in but was abandoned in the s. Today, it stands as a reminder of the gold mining era,
with intact buildings and rumors of a lively afterlife of strange lights, music, and haunts of various
temperaments. The curse of Bodie, though, has more to do with the objects that people sometimes steal.
Whether taken on purpose or on accident, items as small as a nail will bring bad luck. Rangers regularly
receive letters describing car accidents, unemployment, health problems, and more besides, such that people
drive from all over to right their luck.
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I just have one question. Have you killed anything from the GB, yet? That answered a lot of questions I had
about this blind. Two Feathers Feb Proline - I agree with you. Was it the coroplast or the adhesive roll of
reflective mirror? Did you use a ghost blind for a pattern or make your own pattern? What size did you make
your panels? I would like to see your pictures. Hope you post some. Why did you decide on camo material
rather than just spray painting it? Well, turkeys are different. Does yours set up so it reflects down like the
Ghost Blind does? I have not yet shot an animal from this blind. I have launced two arrows from it. One was
deflected and the other was shot short. This has been my worst season ever. I did not see an antlered buck this
season while I had my bow in hand. Not even a spike. I launched four arrows this season. Two from tree
stands and two from the Ghost Blind. Three misses and one yummy deer in the freezer. I went with camo
fabric because I thought it would look more finished AND I got a great deal on the fabric as a closeout item. I
made my own pattern based off of pictures of the ghost blind, but I stuck with one 4x8 sheet of coroplast I did
make the pieces so they angle down. I think the coroplast was 8mm thick, so it is very stiff but not too heavy.
If I was going to build another one, I would think about bonding a 1mm smooth facing to the coroplast panels
on the mirror side to hopefully eliminate the waviness without adding too much additional weight. Another
option would be to use plexiglass, but that stuff is relatively heavy. My two issues to address with that are the
hinges and bonding items to the board, in that coroplast is not known for holding glue too well. ProLine, what
did you use to bond the fabric? Is the mylar sticking OK? Nature seems adverse to perfectly straight and flat
objects anyway! I guess I can use filler primer to alleviate some of that before putting the mylar down. I will
paint the backside in camo ASAT pattern. If all goes well, I should have it ready in March and wl post the
results and photos. It was a gift from my brother for helping him put a second story on his house. The very
first time I used it I had a six pointer walk within 10 feet of me. He never knew I was there until I raised my
longbow to shoot. I now ground hunt alot because there are not many deer around here and I have better luck
moving around. This blind is ideal for hunting Wildlife Refuge land where the blind and tree restrictions make
it difficult to hunt. It is hilarious to watch hares come up to it and see their reflections and go nuts. JTucker Jul
I have not seen many product reviews on the ghostblind so I figured I could share my experience with it. I am
amazed how well the ghostblind works. I purchased a ghostblind predator late in the archery season last
winter. Usually deer are hard to get close to with a bow after the gun season, because the deer are grouped up
and on high alert. The trail opened up into a winter wheat field that was surrounded by a pine thicket on three
sides. Unfortunately the wind was almost always coming from the southwest so I would only be able to set up
right at the trail head to avoid getting winded. The ghostblind allowed me to set up right at the corner of the
trail on the edge of the field and watch the deer coming down the trail. A group of three doe walked within 5
yards of the blind and never even saw me. I played the wind just right and was able to sit still long enough for
a nice 8 pt to walk in. He never even gave me a second look as he walked right past me at 10 yards. I was able
to draw my bow back when he was parallel to me and focusing on the three doe already in the open field. I let
out a grunt to get him to stop and let my arrow rip. I have never had a kill from such a short distance of the
game. It is an entirely different experience being that close to an animal and getting off a shot. I just thought I
would share my story and let everyone know that the ghostblind worked for me. I was skeptical at first
because I had not seen many reviews on the blind, but I had a location in mind that I felt it would work in. The
blind sells for and they even have another shorter model for sitting on the ground for about I would
recommend this product to anyone looking for a lightweight mobile groundblind. Most of my buddies are
already planning to order one before opening day. Seems like the only way to go, in terms of weight, but I
have yet to see a DIY post on any site with one completed and used in the field. Wind is my only concern with
such a light weight material As for sun glare, as I understand it sets up leaning forward so glare would be
reflected down. The price is the only thing holding me back right now It is a bit short but worked. I like the
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taller one better. I had to pretty much sit with my butt on the ground with the shorter version. The mirrors
work great and I never had sun reflection problems since they are pointed towards the ground. As mentioned
above I am out in the elements Two Feathers Feb Well my post from 5 years ago has changed. I never did get
the usage out of my Ghost Blind I expected and sold it to a young man Bowsitter in New York a couple years
ago. I hope he got more use out of it than I did. I had good intentions but honestly I had forgotten about it but
looking back on my season I have a spot where I can use as there are no trees big enough for a stand. If only I
thought about it during the season. I need to think more outside the box. If someone is interested, I would be
interested in selling. Have deer look at them and pay little attention and have them walk right up to it. Pope
Feb Been looking at buying one of these for years my only question is , is it high enough to sit on a bucket and
draw your bow without getting busted? I have a comfortable folding chair I got from Cabelas that sits close to
the ground that works well. If I Spring Turkey hunt bow I will probably see how it works then.. As for being
in the elements, my tree stands are not covered. If it works decent, plan on taking it out West for Antelope. I
have the extensions but have thought about raising it just a little more by placing a metal rod at each end I can
push into the ground I have these already. Deer were within 10 yards with no issues. Big buck chasing does
around within 50 yards but no shot opportunities.
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After a fight with his family, Lincoln gets kidnapped, tortured, and murdered. However, a mysterious entity
comes to help, with a certain deal Meanwhile, at the Loud house, the family was unable to cope with the loss
of their only son and brother, not knowing that their he was actually very much alive, and very much different.
Everything was perfectly fine when we went to sleep, how could things have gone so wrong?! Our
investigators concluded that your son was likely kidnapped at around 1: Judging from all the things thrown
about the yard, the boy likely put up a bit of a struggle, but eventually gave up after he was then either stabbed
and wounded by a knife. We will leave you now to grieve My little baby boy! Why did this have to happen!
He was probably so scared when it happened. He probably called for meâ€¦ called my name for me to save
him from that monster! Lori was unable to take it anymore. Dropping her phone, she fell to her knees in grief
and began sobbing along with her mother. My little brother is dead, and I never even got a chance to make
things right between us. But instead, the last dumb thing I did as a horrible, older sister was tell him to get out
because of my stupid nails! Not too far away, inside the house, Leni was simply standing at the window for
the past 15 minutes, unable to move, covering her mouth as she cried to herself, her eyes glued to the
gruesome, bloody scene outside. He was always such a good brother, so nice, and sweet and considerate, and
now, hisâ€¦ his poor little body is just lying somewhere on the ground! For letting this happen to you! How
could I have been so stupid? Wherever you are, Lincoln, little dude, I hope you can forgive me. Pleaseâ€¦
pleaseâ€¦ please, for-forgive me Back downstairs, eight year old Lola looked up at her dad with pleading, teary
eyes. Her mud-loving twin, Lana then spoke up as well. I mean, he has to come backâ€¦ he has to! Not even
my science can bring him back And I am partially to blame as well Luan could only cry, holding a photo in
her hands of her and Lincoln bringing the house down at one of their gigs, tears now staining the picture.
Things were so bright and happy back then, and nowâ€¦ her life just feels like it was shattered into a million
pieces. Lucy was unable to take the news and simply ran upstairs, quickly getting into and hiding in one of the
vents, quietly crying to herself so no one would hear her. Being the family goth, one would think she would be
the most suited at handling the loss of a family member, but in reality, her depressed personality just made it
worse, her normal somber state magnifying by ten. He was the only one in the world who truly knew who she
was on the inside. Nothing more than that. Just a few seconds later, her cries were heard all around the house,
regret, shame, and grief completely overcoming the young girl. Eventually, the police finished up their
investigation and were about to leave, having already done all they can in the area. She had wanted to stay in
the vents and continue to cry, but felt she needed to know if they would ever find her brother so he can be
properly laid to rest. If a body does turn up, we will notify all of you immediately, butâ€¦" The detective then
turned to look at the parents. Seeing their deceased brother in, what would unfortunately likely be a grisly state
would greatly scar them, and I think your girls have already suffered enough. And once again, we are terribly
sorry for your loss. As a nurse, she had certainly seen quite a few things in her line of work, but rarely was
there any serious crime in the town. Sure, once in awhile she would hear of a few incidents of rape and murder
happening in the area, but never so frequently so as to make her fear for her safety. Unfortunately, however,
that will all soon change tonight. As she kept walking, attempting to enjoy the nighttime ambiance, she
noticed a large storm suddenly form off in the distance, lightning illuminating the entire sky non-stop, and
actually felt the earth shake pretty hard for a few minutes. An earthquake in Royal Woods, and such a strong
one, too? I hope Bobby and Ronnie Anne are okay. Little did she know that she will soon come face-to-face
with the cause of the powerful disturbance. But as she was nearing her block, she heard a whistle come from
behind her. Turning around, she saw three large, burly men dressed in thug-like clothes walking towards her.
Slowly picking up her pace, she tried to go faster to quickly make a turn at a corner and lose them. But before
she could do it, the men already quickly caught up to her. I just got a little ailment that I think you can be of
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help with. She took this as a sign to make a run for it, and quickly dashed down the street in an effort to lose
her pursuers. Unfortunately, the bottom heel of her shoe snapped and she abruptly fell, badly spraining her
ankle, causing her to scream in pain. She tried to crawl away, but everywhere she turned, one of them would
stand in her way. Trying to run away, huh? Now get your ass over there. Slapping and hitting anyone and
anything she could. But before they were able to have their way with her, the loud roar of a motorcycle pulled
them from their sick amusement, the three men quickly turning around to the source of the noise. Right there,
coming to a screeching halt in front of them, was a literal flaming motorcycle, along with an equally flaming
rider, both looking like they had just come out of the depths of hell. Letting go of the woman they had just
attempted to violate and murder, they backed away as fast as possible, never turning their backs on it for a
second. The three men attempted to split up in hopes of confusing the demon, but instantly stopped in their
tracks, a sudden invisible force lifting them straight into the air, their windpipes closing as well, cutting off air
to their lungs. Seeing this, the terrified leader gave one last attempt to stop the demon, taking out his gun and
shooting it multiple times, attempting to kill or at least wound the monster. Unfortunately for him, the bullets
simply ricocheted off, having absolutely no effect whatsoever on the entity; the Spirit Of Vengeance not even
flinching or moving an inch. And there, nearby, stood an astonished, but thankfully safe, Maria, simply gaping
in shock from she had just seen. With the demonic being now gone, the first thing Lincoln could do was
shakily look around at his surroundings, his mind in somewhat of a daze from the awful night before. Feeling
dizzy and lightheaded, the young boy fell to his knees, vision blurry and mind disoriented. Crawling towards
the grave, his own grave, the young child began weeping into the dirt, unable to hold everything in anymore.
And now lookâ€¦ those pieces of shits just threw me out like I was a worthless piece of garbage! I got
kidnapped because of them! I went through so much suffering because of their selfishness! After sobbing
some more and thinking about everything that happened between himself and his family, how much they tried
to get rid of him, Lincoln solemnly came to a decision that it would perhaps be best if he would just move on
with his life, without his family by his side. Standing up and taking one last, sad look at his grave, the young
boy sat on his now normal-looking motorcycle and prepared to ride back home and pack his things, as well as
say one final goodbye to the ones he had once loved. Your review has been posted.
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Timmy must find a way into the ghost zone and save Danny and his godparents from the other ghosts.
However while he is in the ghost zone, some old enemies are terrorizing amity park. Where are you guys? He
flew everywhere in amity park and then some yet there was no sign of Danny or any of his fairies. Timmy
started to wonder if maybe they were all kidnapped by those ghosts. However, the thought of them being in
the realm of ghosts did cross his mind. Then without aiming carefully, he opens the Fenton thermos thus
sucking all the ghosts in, Including Danny Phantom, Cosmo and Wanda. But something was wrong.
Something was very wrong indeed. End flashback Suddenly guilt began to run through the teens mind.
Hopefully they would help the younger teen. But judging from his mistake, he knew that they would scold him
first, and then maybe help him. He nervously walked toward them giving what he thought was a convincing
smile. Then he took another bite of his juicy fat enduing burger. Timmy swallowed some of his own spit, for
he knew he was in deep crap. He thought and he thought and decided to let the news down gently. Maybe they
would understand, at least he hoped so. Timmy knew that this was the perfect time to tell them. She wanted to
say something and yet she was speechless. He told them about the six ghosts that attacked them and the fight;
he told them about him becoming half ghost and Danny training him to control his even mentioned sucking
them in the thermos during the fight with the six ghosts. But, he conspicuously left out the part about Cosmo,
Wanda and Poof. He knew that telling them about his fairies would force them to be sent away forever. That
was the last thing that he wanted. You went in the portal and made yourself half ghost, and then you let those
other ghosts out! The best thing he could do was what he did best; try to make things right when they go
wrong. The younger teen reluctantly looked at the college student. After being told the news about Danny
getting trapped in the ghost zone, Sam, Tucker, Valerie and Timmy all went back into Fenton works to enter
the ghost zone and rescue their friend. But his lie at least kept his secret safe. He had to do whatever it took to
rescue cosmo and wanda and poof. They went into the RV and drove their way into the ghost zone. However
they knew how vast it was and how many different portals were in that one area, It could take them Days,
Maybe weeks to find Danny. After all, He could be anywhere in that vast world. Poof was terrified of what
was to come from these fiends. Poof was now getting more and more aware of what danger was. Danny of
course had some different opinions. In fact, He went as far as to shout his thoughts out loud as they waited in
the cell. This just proves that you have no discipline at all, especially when it comes to that brat! The fight was
getting worse and worse until finally Poof had enough. He just wanted to be out of the ghost zone. Anyway
next time, The gang continues their search for Danny. Please review and see you around. Your review has
been posted.
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